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FROM EXECUTEX TO THE BRITISH
MUSEUM

Not only did I have to spend a lot of  time in Normanton where I
was active in the rent strike on the big housing estate but I now also
had to find another job.

This proved to be very difficult. For starters I discovered all the
big clothing firms in Leeds blacklisted me. The only ones that would
have me were the small ones that you found up rickety stairs in an
old warehouse somewhere. I toured the area trying to find work in
a suitable factory without any luck. So I went through the papers to
see if  there was anything on offer. I was always too late. �Sorry, but
the position has been taken,� was the usual reply I would get. Then
I struck lucky. I was taken on as a forklift truck driver at Catton�s
iron foundry. It was very hard work but worst of  all the fumes were
horrendous, working in a confined space amid a deafening noise
of  clanging and banging. By the end of  the day I was a nervous
wreck. My foreman turned out to be the husband of  one of  the
members of  the Leeds Federation tenants� committee. He recognised
that I had come from a completely different kind of  industry, so he
was very patient with me.

I had been working there a week when Mum and Dad came
back from their holiday. When I told them where I was working
Mum got very excited, and said that her dad worked there as a
moulder for years. He had been the moulders� steward and secretary
of  the Leeds moulders� union. After about three weeks of  torture I
decided that I would tell the foreman that it would be better if  I left.
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I did this only to find out that he had come to the same decision.
He gave me a letter for my next employer explaining why I had left,
and a good reference.

I soon got another job, this time at Tapp and Toothill, a very
well known colour printer at Stanningley on the west boundary of
Leeds. They had a department that produced pattern books for
clothing, furniture, curtains, etc. Their big job was to produce the
Gratton�s mail order catalogue four times a year. To do this they
had the biggest battery of  Heidelberg flatbed printing presses on
one floor in Europe. They also had a very large Martini-Sheridan.
This machine had a continuous belt that took sections of  books
from station to station, placed the sections together on top of  each
other until complete, and then stitched or glued the sections
together, followed with the process of  putting on the cover. The
catalogue was then trimmed on two automatics and a manual
guillotine, stacked on pallets, covered with polythene, strapped to
the pallets, fork-lifted down to the loading bay, and away. I landed
the job because of  my knowledge of  cloth, and was employed to
help prepare the different materials for the pattern books. This
included doing the layout for the pages of  the catalogue that
featured material.

As soon as the production of the catalogue reached the collating
stage I was put to work feeding or taking off  and stacking for the
manual guillotine operator. After working on two seasons of
Gratton�s, the imperial FOC (Father of  the Chapel) came to see me
and told me that the chapel (the union branch of  SOGAT, Society
of  Graphical and Allied Trades) and the management had agreed I
should be given a full union card. The chap I worked with said that
he had waited five or six years to get his full card, �and you do it in
six months!� Having this card meant that I could operate all printing
machines covered by SOGAT. There was one big snag to this � I
did not know how to operate them.

A number of  weeks later at a national committee meeting of
the All Trades Union Alliance in Oxford I showed my SOGAT
card to Party leader Gerry Healy. He was impressed and asked
how had I managed to get it. I explained. Healy then told me that
we had established an NGA chapel at Plough Press (our printshop).
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How would I like to work in the printshop and establish a SOGAT
chapel? He didn�t refer to it again that day.

I was not involved in any political activity at Tapp and Toothill�s
other than discussing with individuals. I enjoyed my work there
and for the first time in my life was on the verge of  having a decent
wage. The only negative thing about the job was that I had to be up
every morning at six to make sure I would get to work on time. It
was a round journey of  30 miles. Most nights in the week I would
have go straight from work to wherever I had to be. Ever since I
joined I seemed to be the last one to bed and the first out of it. Get
everyone else home and then go home myself.

The expected message finally arrived. I had to start making
preparations to leave Leeds. I could not move directly into Plough
Press, as SOGAT wasn�t established. The idea was that I was to get
a job elsewhere in London through the London Central Branch of
SOGAT. The first step was to get a letter of  introduction from the
Leeds branch, then make an appointment to have an �audience�
with one of  the three London full-time secretaries. This took me
longer than expected, about three weeks. My trip to London was
one of  those rare occasions when there was no need for me to go to
the Party Centre in Clapham. This was going to be a day out in
London.

I went straight from King�s Cross Station to the union office
just about ten minutes� walk away. I arrived about ten o�clock. I
had to wait about an hour before one of  the three wise men could
see me. At last I was called in to be interviewed. He read my letter
of  introduction, then said: �So you want to work in London?� �Yes,�
said I. �Why?� said he. �More money,� said I. �You can forget any
idea you may have of  getting into Fleet Street. The only job that I
can offer you is at the British Museum.� I was a bit taken aback �
it was the last place I expected SOGAT to have a chapel.

I went directly over to the British Museum, contacted the FOC
and showed him the card that I had been given. He decided I was
suitable and signed the card for me to take back to the union office.
Before I left he took me on a tour round the departments I was to
work in. The job was working on the library catalogue of  books.
He took me to where the catalogue was kept; it filled as many shelves
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as you would find in the central library of  any major town or city in
Britain. I was then shown the labyrinth of  passages leading to the
rooms and galleries where the museum�s massive collection of  books
was stored. We paused at a spot in one of  these galleries, he put his
key into a keyhole behind books on a shelf, and opened a door. The
other side of  the door was an exhibition case. It gave the museum
visitors a shock when we stepped out from this �secret door�.

The next stop was the famous circular Reading Room. This
was very impressive. Members of  the public could only use the
library and the reading room if  they had a special reader�s ticket
issued to those who could show they were involved in serious study
and not just casual readers. When I started work not only would I
have a key that would open the doors to what I considered to be a
wonderland, I would also have the privilege of  having access to
and use of  the reading room. I arranged to start work on the Monday
in four weeks� time.

The first thing I did after arriving back at work in Leeds was to
inform the FOC that I would be handing in three weeks� notice.
The manager reluctantly accepted my notice, and said that he was
sorry to lose me and that if  things did not work out there would
always be a job for me at Tapps.

My departure from Leeds was delayed for two weeks as Dad
was taken ill once again: a week in hospital and a week at home
and he was back with his concert party. For that two weeks I spent
as much time at home as was possible. On one of  the visits to the
hospital to see him it was obvious that he had been chewing things
over in his mind. He talked about chances coming too late in life.
He talked about a few years previously when he had been booked
to play at a smoker (dinner with entertainment); also booked were
the comedy duo Mike and Bernie Winters. At the time they had a
television show and each week they introduced someone whom
they had met while working away from television and radio. They
offered Dad one of  these spots. He was to play a Fats Waller number,
and sing one of  his Richard Tauber favourites, the Serenade from
The Student Prince. This must have been in 1966, when he had a hat
trick of  heart attacks. He had had to pull out just before the first
rehearsal. When he recovered Dad continued on the normal circuit
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with the concert party, and anything else that came his way.
A few days before I was due to leave Leeds I had a bit of  a do in

one of  the pubs close to the university, organised by my student
comrades. It went very well as I remember and all the Leeds
comrades seemed to be genuinely sorry to see me go. I still have the
book that was presented to me �as a tribute to my revolutionary
work in Leeds�: Revolutionary Silhouettes.

I am conscious that I may be trying to find other things to write
about in order to delay the recording of  my next twenty years in
London. At the time I was eager to go but what I did not know was
that I would be making a complete break with the type of  activity
that I had been involved in over the previous fifteen years. I made
my last trip with Celia to Normanton and in particular to Loscoe
so that I could leave in good order. I wished them well in what we
hoped would be the closing stages of  their campaign. For the last
time I turned my back on Loscoe, the rat-infested, disease-ridden,
open midden of  respiratory-problem-creating habitats.

Arrangements were made for Celia to keep in contact with them.
This was very difficult for her with two young daughters, Ruth and
Jill, and the problem was compounded by the fact that Jack was
constantly on political work not only in Leeds but also in other
parts of  the country. On these occasions Celia had no transport,
making it still more difficult to get to Loscoe. But even with these
problems contact was maintained until the end.

My little red Mini with a black roof, KWR 999D, was packed
tight with my worldly belongings when I set off  that Saturday
morning. I would be staying with Katrina Ainsworth and Bernard
Franks, sleeping on a fold-up bed in their kitchen on the Caledonian
Road near King�s Cross Station, not very far from the British
Museum. Katrina had been in the Communist Party and Bernard
in the YCL. They made me very welcome � even if  I did sleep in
the kitchen! I will go as far as to say that my stay with them was the
best and most comradely time I had in London.

There was a message waiting for me when I arrived telling me
to go to Clapham on the Sunday morning to see Healy in his office.
The offices were situated over Pearce�s butchers shop in Clapham
High Street. I was familiar with the location because of  my many
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visits to London to help in the printshop when I was a member of
the Control Commission or on the Central Committee.

Sheila Torrance was in the front office. She buzzed Healy to
inform him that I had arrived. It turned out to be just a simple
welcome to London. But he did say something that locked itself
into my memory: �Stick by me and you will be a power in the land.�
He sent me down to the printshop on the continuation of  Clapham
High Street, The Pavement. I walked past the end of  Venn Street
past the Plough pub and on past Grafton Square, turned right up
the alleyway between what became the greengrocer�s shop and the
baker�s. Next to the baker was the Bull�s Head. Fifty yards up the
alleyway there were two big iron gates. I rang the bell and was let
into the yard. To the left was what became the editorial office and
later the Young Socialists� offices. Opposite was what became the
photographic dark room and the light tables where Tony Banda
worked on the negatives and pasting up. Later this department
became the finance office. When I arrived they were still working
with hot metal. There were three typesetting machines with
compositors setting the type.

To the right of  the yard was the �warehouse�. To get in there you
had to pass through two big wooden doors. In here we had the
guillotine, the folding machine, a collating and stitching machine
(for magazines, journals etc.) and a Heidelberg flatbed printing press.
Later we also had a Japanese Komori press. This was where I was
to spend most of  my waking hours � and that could mean a very
large slice of  the day. But before that I had to get through my time
at the British Museum and work out my tactics for getting into
Plough Press.

Next morning I reported for duty at the British Museum. I was
sat at a table, given a pile of  books and shown how to allocate them
a number and stick it on, then put the books on a trolley with a list
of  titles, authors, subjects and numbers. The books were taken to be
put on to the shelves and the list of  books would be entered in the
catalogue, each book in its appropriate place.

The first two weeks were quiet and passed by very nicely. In
fact, during that period I decided to try out the library to trace the
swimming journals produced in the 1930s, to see the reports of  the
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achievements of  the East Leeds Swimming Club. It was all there,
reports of  cousins Lily, Alan, and of  course Doris. I lost track of
time and one of  the lads was sent to find me. He found me sat
between two rows of  books, reading through these magazines. Back
at the department, I fully expected to get a roasting. No, all that
was said was something like: �You must have found something
interesting; I was worried that you had got lost in the maze.�

Late on the Friday night of  my second weekend in London
Richard Goldstein called in to tell me to go to the printshop at eight
o�clock the following morning. When I arrived, Comrade Larry
pointed to a couple of  pallets piled high with, if  I remember correctly,
rule books for ASSET (the Association of  Supervisory Staff,
Executives and Technicians). I was given about half  an hour�s tuition
on the guillotine and told that they had to be trimmed top, bottom
and front, wrapped into neat parcels, then re-stacked on the pallets.
The layers had an alternating pattern similar to a bricklayer building
a square pillar. This had to be completed by Monday morning, ready
for delivery.

I managed the guillotine very well. The clamp, blade and
whatever I was cutting only moved when I moved, which couldn�t
be said of  the unpredictable folding machine, which I couldn�t
handle. The flatbed printing machine produced the necessary
quantity of  each section of  whatever was being published, maybe
32 pages on each large sheet, sixteen on each side. Those sheets
would have to be folded to produce 32 pages of  a book. You think
everything is set up ready, press the button and the blasted folder
takes charge! Anything up to four straight folds I could just about
handle. Working with one fold on a light card was my idea of  a
relaxing job.

Anyway I finished my trimming and wrapping and produced
two or three very neat pallet boards of  parcels. I had to work all day
Saturday till about midnight. I had a sleep on a camp bed. The
guard woke me at about 6 am. I finished the job early evening. I
was about to leave when Comrade Torrance rang me from the front
office. Would I cover until the night guard came in so that the day
guard could go into his branch? The night guard was going to be
late because he had to stay in his branch. I was assured that I would
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be able to leave in time to catch a tube to King�s Cross. I caught the
last tube and arrived back at Katrina�s well and truly knackered.

I reported for work on time at the British Museum but I had to
struggle to stay awake. A pattern of  work started to take shape:
8 am to 5.30 pm at the museum, three or four times a week straight
over to Clapham to work in the printshop. Sometimes I managed
to get home. Other times I ended up having to go to the museum
from the printshop. Sometimes I had two or three hours� rest, but
mostly I had to work all night. I think it would be true to say that
with the odd exception I worked every weekend.

After a couple of  months of  this it was noticed that I arrived at
work looking pretty rough and was falling asleep during the day.
The others in the department became very concerned, so much so
that one of  them spoke to his wife who was a nursing sister. He told
me that his wife recommended that I go to a doctor as soon as
possible as she was worried that I could have a heart problem. I
promised to do this. From then on I always tried to make sure that
I had at least one hour before going to work so that I could have a
wash, shave and change my shirt. I also had to make a conscious
effort to be bright and cheerful first thing in the morning.

Unbeknown to me at the time, being bright and cheerful first
thing in a morning was to become a way of  life. All will be clear as
time goes on. My dual role continued. I was becoming established
at the British Museum, and I was being continually called in to
Clapham to the printshop.

I had become friendly with a chap called Bill who was
responsible for organising the restoration of  old books. One of  his
claims to fame was that he gold-blocked the wedding albums of  the
Royals. Following the severe floods in Florence he was sent to
organise the restoration of  the books damaged in the floods. A BBC
film recorded the work and it was later shown on TV. One day Bill
took me to see one of  the restoration workrooms which was a little
larger than a living room that you find in one of  the older houses in
an affluent part of  London. A bench went all round the perimeter
of  the room and a worktable was situated in the centre of  the room.
Under the table was an assortment of  glue, varnish and a large
collection of  different types of  paper, parchment and even papyrus.
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The books on the bench to the left as you entered the room were
books that he had just started, on the right were books in the final
stage of  restoration. The man who worked in this room was just
what you would expect to see: short, with a stoop, bald in the middle,
and longish grey hair on either side. He blinked at you through
glasses halfway down his nose. Naturally he was wearing a white
coat. Bill had warned me that he was a bit of  an eccentric � he
certainly looked the part. I asked him how long it took for a book to
travel round the room. �Sometimes quickly, one or two years; others
take a little longer, five to ten years. Each day I work on a book that
takes my fancy,� he said. When we left him to get on with what was
obviously his reason for living, Bill told me that he came in on a
morning, hung his coat on the same peg that he had used for the
last 40 years or so, put on his white coat and prepared whatever he
decided to do. He got so engrossed in his work that someone had
to go in to tell him it was lunchtime and again when it was time to
go home. Apparently he refused to have a clock in the room and
would not wear a watch. Time was his only enemy.

Another time Bill took me into the department of  Chinese
antiquities. I was allowed to open a box, about ten inches square
and the same depth. Inside was a sheet of  what I think was copper.
It was hanging with leather thongs from a bar across the box. I was
allowed to lift it out, and was told that it was a poem in ancient
Chinese. Only after I had replaced it that the lady in charge of  the
department told me that it was estimated to be no less than 8,000
years old. I remember remarking to her that I felt privileged to have
been able to see it.

A few days after this Bill said that because I had shown an
interest �in the accumulated knowledge of  mankind� he had a treat
for me. First we were to go to a room in the basement, which I
believe was the department of  ancient manuscripts. The door would
be locked from the inside. We would knock and wait to be let in
and once inside the door would be re-locked. This wasn�t because
of  security, but to prevent anyone unexpectedly opening the door
and creating a draught around the room. Six or eight people were
standing around a table dressed in white coats and wearing white
gloves. The room had controlled temperature and humidity. Each
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person was working on something using what appeared to be a
scalpel. After about five minutes Bill tapped me on the shoulder
and indicated that we should leave. The door was opened for us
and closed behind us. No one had spoken while we were in there. I
could see the intense concentration on those who were facing the
door and I felt as though I had held my breath for the whole time.
Bill then looked very serious as he told me that I had just seen the
Dead Sea Scrolls. Work had been going on for some time, and very
few people realised that the scrolls were even in the museum. I felt
very fortunate to have spent five minutes in that room.

That wasn�t the end. I was shown three important documents.
The first was a manuscript of  Leonardo da Vinci, the second a
letter written by a lady-in-waiting to Mary Queen of  Scots, an eye-
witness account of  her execution. The third document was Lenin�s
card for the library using the name Karl Richter. At a later date I
also managed to get a close view of  the Rosetta Stone. Bill told me
that it was widely acknowledged that the British Museum had the
largest collection of  stolen property in the world.

Not long after, the chair of  the SOGAT Chapel retired and I
was asked to stand for the post, which I got. This was considered
quite a privileged job.

Meanwhile, back in Clapham, my other work continued. We
had just finished another job for the union ASSET (which later
became ASTMS, the Association of  Scientific, Technical and
Managerial Staffs). It was trimmed and parcelled, waiting to be
delivered. I was asked to take the following afternoon off  from the
museum, as there was a job for me to do.

Arriving at the printshop after making an embarrassing sickness
excuse, Larry asked me to bring the transit van into the yard and
load it up with the parcels. I had to carry them out, put them on the
back of  the van, climb in and stack them as high as possible, until
finally the van was full. Having done that I was handed a note with
directions to get to the union�s offices. I reported to reception and
was told that I would have to take the parcels to the storeroom, five
flights up a narrow staircase. The van was parked in the road
opposite the gate and the most I could carry at a time was two
parcels. I had to cross over the pavement, go through a yard, down
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a passage into a courtyard, through a door and then up the five
flights. I had to make at least 100 trips.

About halfway through I was at the third or fourth floor when
one of  the ASSET workers opened a door to see what was going
on. I explained. Poor sod, he said. On my next trip I noticed that he
had put a chair on the landing so that I could have a rest. Who said
that there was no compassion in the trade union bureaucracy? He
could at least have left a jug of  water by the chair. But what really
made me say �Oh, heck� was when I was called to the phone. It was
Larry asking what was keeping me as the van was needed. I told
him that I could only get the van as far as the second floor, so
things were a little difficult. By the time I had finished the staff  had
gone home and the caretaker was complaining that I was holding
him up.

This level of  physical hard work and the pressure of  time
continued in one form or another for years to come, linked with
long hours and lack of  sleep. I suppose it could be said that it was
character building.


